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Educational Philosophy of Guru Nanak Dev Ji 2001 all of us are the mortal beings and our lives are too short the holy scriptures of almost all the religions
emphasize on doing the service and to do good to others or the mankind and other creatures of the universe too it is considered a noble deed or a virtue to do the
service all of us should adopt the doctrine of doing the service so that we may make our sincere efforts to make this world a better one by adopting the doctrine of
service in our lives we can escape hatred and jealousy for other persons by doing so we shall be able to create and develop the feelings of mutual love mutual co
operation mutual understanding and of fraternity by doing so we can become the useful members of the society the word service is very sweet and pleasant and
that word provides peace and joy or pleasure to our minds the word service means to serve one s elders and old to serve the guests who visit our houses to serve
the suppressed downtrodden destitute poor helpless unsupported orphans and needy people with mind body and wealth to provide other people comforts amenities
facilities rest peace eases delights and pleasures is also called as service the true service may occur only when the person who do the service does not have any
wish or desire for any reward or yield in return of service when that person does not have any avarice or greed of any kind in his or her mind and when he or she
does not have the feelings of selfishness in his or her mind when such a person does not feel any pride or ego over the service done by him or her when he or she
does not do the service only for the sake of mere show display ostentation and hypocrisy instead he or she does the service from his or her true mind
Bhai Sahib Bhai Nand Lal Ji 2006 all of us are the mortal beings and our lives are too short the holy scriptures of almost all the religions emphasize on doing the
service and to do good to others or the mankind and other creatures of the universe too it is considered a noble deed or a virtue to do the service all of us should
adopt the doctrine of doing the service so that we may make our sincere efforts to make this world a better one by adopting the doctrine of service in our lives we
can escape hatred and jealousy for other persons by doing so we shall be able to create and develop the feelings of mutual love mutual co operation mutual
understanding and of fraternity by doing so we can become the useful members of the society the word service is very sweet and pleasant and that word provides
peace and joy or pleasure to our minds the word service means to serve one s elders and old to serve the guests who visit our houses to serve the suppressed
downtrodden destitute poor helpless unsupported orphans and needy people with mind body and wealth to provide other people comforts amenities facilities rest
peace eases delights and pleasures is also called as service the true service may occur only when the person who do the service does not have any wish or desire for
any reward or yield in return of service when that person does not have any avarice or greed of any kind in his or her mind and when he or she does not have the
feelings of selfishness in his or her mind when such a person does not feel any pride or ego over the service done by him or her when he or she does not do the
service only for the sake of mere show display ostentation and hypocrisy instead he or she does the service from his or her true mind
SERVICE 2021-07-30 the eclectic mix of personal essays poems and scholarly articles and the teachings of guru nanak that form this volume have come from
contributors of not only the sikh community in india pakistan and the diaspora but also from people belonging to other faiths who have been touched by the
mystique of the faith of baba nanak by placing the personal records alongside with the scholarly insights into his teachings what we have understood is that there is
a nanak for each one of us a nanak within each one of us and it is this nanak which abides in our consciousness and whom we need to seek out and discover this
book is therefore meant both for the initiated as well as the uninitiated the lay readers will get a glimpse into the richness of thought and experience that an
acquaintance with guru nanak brings with it for the scholarly the insights by the contributors who have dedicated their lives to an understanding of sikhi will help
in opening newer vistas of the gurbani the plurality of views expressed mirrors the free thinking and the respect for human beings and the upholding of human
dignity that nanakji propagated practiced and stood for
DO GOOD TO OTHERS 2022-10-11 articles on the genuineness of the handwritten adi granth lying at kartarpur punjab known as kartarpur bir and sikhism
Guru Nanak Dev ji Da Rajneetak chintan Ate Hor Lekh (Punjabi) 2020-09-10 this book is not intended to provide a list of the 100 best books ever written and
published by punjabi authors given the sheer range of books written by punjabi authors and the unpredictability of individual taste any such definitive list is quite
impossible secondly the choice has been restricted to books that were written by them either in punjabi hindi or urdu but have been translated into english thus
personal choice restricted by availability has dictated this selection the choice of books includes autobiographies novels short stories poems and plays research
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books religious books and books written originally in english have not been included from the introduction i am amazed at the scholarship the passion and the love
with which paramjeet singh has written this book it will be a reference volume for all times nirupama dutt poet journalist translator mr singh s effort is
commendable as he is making available some of the rarest of gems of punjabi literature to the non punjabi readers i congratulate mr singh on putting together this
selection and hope that non punjabi readers of this book would find new horizons of cultural experience opening up before them of course for punjabi readers it
may be yet another opportunity to experience a sense of genuine pride in their rich legacy of language literature and culture prof rana nayar
Seeking Nanak 2021-05-07 this companion studies the life and legacy of guru hargobind 1590 1644 the sixth guru of the sikh tradition it highlights the complex
nature of sikh society and culture in the historical and socio economic context of mughal india the book reconstructs the life of guru hargobind by exploring the
divine presence in history and memory it addresses the questions of why and how militancy became explicit during guru hargobind s spiritual reign and examines
the growth of the sikh community s self consciousness separatism and militancy as an integral part of the process of empowerment of the sikh panth a unique
contribution this book provides a multidisciplinary paradigm in the reconstruction of guru hargobind s life and legacy it will be indispensable for students of sikh
studies religious studies history sociology of religion anthropology material culture literary and textual studies politics militancy and south asian studies
Golden Crystal 1987 the country s first and only publication devoted to narrative journalism the caravan occupies a singular position among indian magazines it is
a new kind of magazine for a new kind of reader one who demands both style and substance since its relaunch in january 2010 the magazine has earned a
reputation as one of the country s most sophisticated publications a showcase for the region s finest writers and a distinctive blend of rigorous reporting incisive
criticism and commentary stunning photo essays and gripping new fiction and poetry its commitment to great storytelling has earned it the respect of readers from
around the world india s best english language magazine the guardian london for those with an interest in india it has become an absolute must read the new
republic washington the caravan fills a niche in the indian media that has remained vacant for far too long catering to the intellectually curious and aesthetically
refined reader who seeks a magazine of exceptional quality
Essays on the Authenticity of Kartarpuri Bir and the Integrated Logic and Unity of Sikhism 1994 even in the midst of today s global concerns this book
provides a sense of hope and future a must read for business executives who desire to be responsible citizens and leaders idris t vasi head of nokia cns asia pacific
finding sacredness in the other does not just create societal harmony it may also be an essential milestone in the path to a more meaningful self discovery radical
revolution of values in this thoroughly researched and hopeful examination inspired by rev martin luther king s call for a radical revolution of values the author
guides readers through a worldly and spiritual voyage taking a deep dive into the holy scriptures of various religions and their guiding light to move toward justice
peace and global harmony grounded in the principle that our religions can be a source of solutions towards the world s disputes azam delves into the emotionally
charged and polarized identities that are too often used as tools of exploitation and control instead of empowerment and freedom this book inspires readers to ask
intricate questions about the world around them by unraveling the complex web of geopolitics politico economic systems and religion in international conflicts what
people are saying radical revolution of values is a scholarly book but its message of love compassion justice and inclusion which is much needed today is for all
people dr riffat hassan professor emerita islamic theology university of louisville azam saeed has tackled big topics we all confront today in our divided culture
religious exploitation tribalism threats to our freedom domestic terrorism he skillfully dissects these and provides solutions in clear easy to understand language
cynthia parzych author and book publisher cynthia parzych publishing inc an excellent resource for helping us understand the backstory to the major socio political
and religious issues of today miriam therese winter phd medical mission sister professor emerita hartford international university for religion and peace
World Faiths Encounter 2018-04-07 all of us are the mortal beings and our lives are too short the holy scriptures of almost all the religions emphasize on
selflessness so that the human beings may be beneficial and helpful for the mankind and for other creatures of the universe too it is considered a noble quality or a
virtue to be selfless all of us should adopt the doctrine of selflessness so that we may make our sincere efforts to make this world a better one by adopting the
doctrine of selflessness in our lives we can escape hatred and jealousy for other persons by doing so we shall be able to create and develop the feelings of mutual
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love mutual co operation mutual understanding and of fraternity or brotherhood by doing so we can become the useful members of the society
Legacies of the Homeland 2024-08-09 in india religion continues to be an absolutely vital source for social as well as personal identity all manner of groups
political occupational and social remain grounded in specific religious communities this book analyzes the development of the modern hindu and sikh communities
in north india starting from about the fifteenth century when the dominant bhakti tradition of hinduism became divided into two currents the sagun and the nirgun
the sagun current led mostly by brahmins has remained dominant in most of north india and has served as the ideological base of the development of modern hindu
nationalism several chapters explore the rise of this religious and political movement paying particular attention to the role played by devotion to ram alternative
trends do exist in sagun tradition however and are represented here by chapters on the low caste saint chokhamel and the tantric sect founded by kina ram the
nirgun current led mostly by persons of ksand artisan castes formed the base of both the sikh community founded by guru nanak and of various non brahmin
sectarian movements derived from such saints as kabir raidas dadu and shiv dayal singh two chapters discuss the formation of a distinctive sikh theology and a sikh
community identity separate from that of the hindus other chapters discuss the validity of the sagun nirgun distinction within hindu tradition and the interplay of
social and religious ideas in nirgun hagiographic texts and in sectarian movements such as the adi dharma mission and the radhasoami satsang
The Routledge Companion to the Life and Legacy of Guru Hargobind 1970 this book is a unique collection of interdisciplinary articles that argue for religious
education to be directed primarily towards the spiritual insofar as it is part of a flourishing human life the articles address this issue from the perspectives of theory
different religious traditions and innovative teaching and learning practices
Proceedings - Punjab History Conference 2018-09-12 and finally a comprehensive bibliography and an extended glossary of punjabi terms make it the finest
enterprise of its kind in sikh studies
Mystic Apprentice Master Volume 1985 2023 24 nta ugc net jrf history solved papers
The Caravan 2022-10-25 this book constitutes the thoroughly refereed proceedings of the 12th international conference spatial cognition 2020 held in riga latvia in
september 2020 the physical event was postponed to 2021 due to the covid 19 pandemic the 19 full papers and 6 short papers presented in this book were carefully
selected and reviewed from 50 submissions they focus on the following topics spatial representation and cognitive maps navigation and wayfinding spatial
representation in language logic and narrative and spatial abilities and learning
Journal of Sikh Studies 2012 presents a guide to the major religions of the world
Radical Revolution of Values 2022-06-04 an index to library and information science
The Sikh Review 1994-11-09 contributed articles
SELFLESSNESS 2016-10-18 consists of an author catalog with title and subject indexes
Bhakti Religion in North India 2007 a multidisciplinary index covering the journal literature of the arts and humanities it fully covers 1 144 of the world s leading
arts and humanities journals and it indexes individually selected relevant items from over 6 800 major science and social science journals
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